Born to be Wild
   [Steppenwolf]

EJ (lead vox); Kurt (gtr); Madison (bass);
   Jerry (drums); Leif (keys)

Message in a Bottle
   [The Police]

Tallis (lead vox); Daniela (backing vox);
   David & Jeremy (gtr); Nicola (bass);
   Aaron (drums)

Eet
   [Regina Spektor]

Daniela (lead vox);
   Nicola (bass); Jerry (drums); Josh (keys)

Come Together
   [The Beatles]

EJ (lead vox); David (gtr & backing vox);
   Nicola (bass); Jerry (drums); Leif (keys)

"Groovy. . . “

Bruce Campbell (as Ash)
**So Far Away**  
[Carol King]

Tallis (lead vox); Daniela (backing vox); David (gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums); Alex (keys)

**Melissa**  
[The Allman Brothers]

EJ (lead vox); Kurt (gtr); Jeremy (ac gtr); Madison (bass); Leif (pno); Josh (organ); Jerry (drums)

**Carpet of the Sun**  
[Renaissance]

Daniela (lead vox); David (gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (pno/harpsitron); Alex (orchestration);

**Foreplay/Long Time**  
[Boston]

Tallis (lead vox); Daniela & Madison (backing vox); Jeremy (gtr); Kurt (ac gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums); Alex (keys)
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For your comfort & safety, look for the exit nearest your seat. There are two exits at the front & rear of the auditorium, which, are over there, and back there somewhere.

Eating & smoking are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. No smoking!! And you can’t smoke outside either, unless you do so in the designated lung-cancer-kiosk. Smoking is bad for you! Just bad. And expensive.

Please turn off all of your tweeters, textifyers & face-chat devices too.